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drivers, hangers-on, packers, and the salesmen inside the
covered markets, seemed equally devoid of acquaintance-
ship with sun, wind, water, earth or air—town types all!
And—Golly !—how their faces jutted, sloped, sagged and
swelled, in every kind of featural disharmony. What was
the English type amongst all this infinite variety of dispro-
portion ? There just wasn't one ! He came on the fruits,
glowing piles, still and bright—foreigners from the land of
the sun—globes all the same size and colour. They made
Michael's mouth water. fi Something in the sun,' he
thought; ' there really is.' Look at Italy, at the Arabs,
at Australia—the Australians came from England, and see
the type now ! Nevertheless—a Cockney for good temper !
The more regular a person's form and features, the more
selfish they were ! Those grape-fruit looked horribly self-
satisfied, compared with the potatoes !
He emerged still thinking about the English. Well!
They were now one of the plainest and most distorted races
of the world ; and yet was there any race to compare with
them for good temper and for c guts ' ? And they needed
those in their smoky towns, and their climate—remarkable
instance of adaptation to environment, the modern English
character ! ' I could pick out an Englishman anywhere,'
he thought, ' and yet, physically, there's no general type
now!' Astounding people ! So ugly in the mass, yet
growing such flowers of beauty, and such strange sprigs—
like that little Mrs. Bicket; so unimaginative in bulk, yet
with such a blooming lot of poets ! How would old Danby
like it, by the way, when Wilfrid took his next volume
to some other firm ; or rather what should he—Wilfrid's
particular friend !—say to old Danby ? Aha ! He knew
what he should say :
" Yes, sir, but you should have let that poor blighter off
who snooped the £ Copper Coins.' Desert hasn't forgotten

